
Registers and Quorums
 

Processes are competing to write a value in 
a write-once register

To learn the final value:

The Game of Paxos

Read Write

1. Push the read button and examine the token  that 
falls into the tray 

Value dial

2. If the token is green, GAME OVER - the final  value 
of the register is stamped on the token! 
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set the dial to the same value, and 
push the write button
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3. If the token is red and stamped with a value, 

set the dial to the same value, and 
push the write button

4.                 place the 
token in the slot, 
  

4. If the token is red and not stamped, 

set the dial to any value, and 
push the write button

Quorum Systems

Given a set of servers     

 a quorum system is a set          such that

Each    in    is a quorum

U , |U| = n

Q ⊆ 2
U

∀Q1, Q2 ∈ Q : Q1 ∩ Q2 ̸= ∅

Q Q
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Lamport’s Registers

Safe: 

A read not concurrent with any write 
returns the most recently written value

Regular: 

Safe + a read overlapping with a write 
obtains either the old or the new value

Atomic:

Reads and writes are totally ordered 
so that values returned by reads are 
the same as if the operations had been 
performed with no overlapping
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Byzantine 
Quorum Systems

System Model
Universe    of servers, 

Byzantine faulty servers 
modeled as a non-empty fail-prone system  

no        is contained in another

some         contains all faulty servers

Clients are correct (can be weakened)

Point-to-point authenticated and reliable channels

A correct process    receives a message from another 
correct process    if and only if    sent it

B ∈ B

B ∈ B

B ✓ 2U

U | U| = n

q
pp

Reading from Q2

Q1

Q2

Correct value: (Q1 \Q2) \B
Out of date: Q2 \ (Q1 [B)

Arbitrary: Q2 \B

B



Masking Quorum System
[Malkhi and Reiter, 1998]

A quorum system   is a masking quorum 
system for a fail-prone system   if the 

following properties hold:

M-Consistency

M-Availability

∀Q1, Q2 ∈ Q ∀B1, B2 ∈ B : (Q1 ∩ Q2) \ B1 ̸⊆ B2

Q

B

∀B ∈ B ∃Q ∈ Q : B ∩ Q = ∅

Dissemination 
Quorum System
A masking quorum system for 

self-verifying data
client can detect modification by faulty server

D-Consistency

D-Availability

∀Q1, Q2 ∈ Q ∀B ∈ B : (Q1 ∩ Q2) ̸⊆ B

∀B ∈ B ∃Q ∈ Q : B ∩ Q = ∅

f-threshold
Masking Quorum Systems

M-Consistency D-Consistency

∀Q1, Q2 ∈ Q : |Q1 ∩ Q2| ≥ f + 1∀Q1, Q2 ∈ Q : |Q1 ∩ Q2| ≥ 2f + 1

M-Availability D-Availability

|Q| ≤ n − f |Q| ≤ n − f

QQ

Q =

!

Q ⊆ U : |Q| =

"

n + 2f + 1

2

#$

Q =

!

Q ⊆ U : |Q| =

"

n + f + 1

2

#$

B = {B ⊆ U : |B| = f}

n n
n ≥ 4f + 1 n ≥ 3f + 1

Client c executes:

Write(d)
→ Ask all servers for their current timestamp 
← Wait for answer from     different servers 

 Set      > max(     � any previous     )

→ Send (d,    ) to all servers 
← Wait for     acknowledgments

Read()
→ Ask all servers for latest value/timestamp pair
← Wait for answer from     different servers 
   Select most recent (v,   ) for which at least       answers agree (if any)f + 1

A safe read/write protocol

t
|Q|

tsc {t} tsc
tsc
|Q|

|Q|
ts

verifiable
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The classic approach

Liveness: wait for       responses

Safety: act on value with        
   matching responses 

f+1
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A different take
Use different quorum sizes for reads and writes

Write quorum: 

Read quorum:

Size of intersection is still

Any problem?

⇠
n+ f + 1

2

⇡

⇠
n+ 3f + 1

2

⇡

2f + 1

We wait for read from all servers! 

What if one does not respond?

The insight

Trade replication in space for replication in time

VVV’
?X X

V’ V ?
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Dynamo Dynamo
A highly available, distributed key-value store

put(key, context, object); get(key)

managed system

Sacrifices consistency for “always on” availability

Supports some of Amazon key features (shopping 
cart)

“Synthesis of well-known techniques to achieve 
scalability and availability”

CAP Theorem
Consistency

Partition
ToleranceAvailability

for updates

single up-to-date copy

Pick 2 out of 3

CAP Theorem
Consistency

Partition
ToleranceAvailability

for updates

single up-to-date copy

Pick 2 out of 3
Can’t have C, A during P

I do not think it means what you think it means



Consistency?
No ACID properties

Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
Note: A and C have a different meaning than in CAP!

BASE
Basically Available, Soft State, Eventually Consistent

Always writable
Can always write to shopping cart
Conflict resolution on reads

Application-driven conflict resolution
merge conflicting shopping carts to never lose “Add Cart”
last resort: storage-driven resolution

Design Considerations

Incremental scalability
Minimal management overhead

Symmetry
No master/slave nodes

Decentralized control
Fewer failures

Heterogeneity
Exploit capabilities of different nodes

Consistent Hashing
A

B

C

DE

F

G

Hash key and 
place on ring

Key k
Next node 
clockwise is 
in charge
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Replication
A

B

C

DE

F

G

Key k

Coordinator

Replicates data 
in preference list 
of nodes

N is per key
mindful of 
virtual nodes

typically N

Data versioning

A put() may return to its caller before the 
update has been applied to all replicas

A get() may return many versions of the 
same object

Objects have distinct version sub-histories 
that need to be reconciled!

Data versioning

A put() may return to its caller before the 
update has been applied to all replicas

A get() may return many versions of the 
same object

Objects have distinct version sub-histories 
that need to be reconciled!

Vector clocks!



Vector clocks 
à la Dynamo

List of (node, counter) 
pairs

Each object version 
has one vector clock

Used to determine 
whether a version is 
subsumed

Stored in “context” in 
get(), put()

V1([A,1])

V2([A,2])

V3([A,2], [B,1]) V4:([A,2], [C,1])

V5([A,3], [B,1], [C,1])

write 
by A

write 
by A

write 
by C

write 
by B

Reconciled and 
written by A

Quasi-Quorums

get() and put() driven by two parameters
R: minimum number of replicas to read from
W: minimum number of replicas to write to

if R+W > N we have a quorum system!
but latency dictated by slowest replica

Sloppy Quorum
data stored downstream on ring
metadata specifies intended recipient; notified later
always writeable!


